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About This Game

A direct sequel to Uprising: Join or Die.

After a century of bloody galactic battle, a horde of intelligent bloodthirsty aliens, known as the Kri’iSara, threaten to
exterminate all human life. New Alliance Command is counting on you to destroy the alien menace. Lead your combined forces

from a second-generation Wraith battle tank. Fight your way through 28 brutal missions featuring maxed-out weapons and
power units at your disposal.

Features:

Streamlined game design creates the perfect balance of action and strategy

Ultra weapons, cool explosions, and dynamic lighting effects for the ultimate experience

Create your own solo levels using the Mission Editor
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Cyclone Studios
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Retroism, Prism Entertainment
Release Date: 31 Dec, 1998

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows : Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 1.8 GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card compatible with DirectX 7

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: 100% DirectX compatible card or onboard sound
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I hate to say this. This early access game was not ready for release. The screen size keeps changing as I access things. All I can
do is run forward or sidways. The alt key that is supposed to let you have freelook does not work. The guide needs work, as
when the guide to me to access craft. I would not go off my screen after I did. As with all early access games, I expect some
issues, but to be unplayable is not aceptable. The developer needs to get the game working alot better.

I would suggest not buying this game at this time. Give the developer some time to get the game more playable. I was going to
do a first look for my YouTube channel https:\/\/goo.gl\/r2uYrg but was unable to do so based on the issues stated above.

Jadiwan. Really fun, but sadly you can beat the game in under 2 hours and then refund it...

. I'll re-install and try again someday to see if it's better. It has a ton of potential. So far the execution just isn't there yet. I
recommend following for now. If it improves or is on sale then get it. I'll update if I see someday it has either gotten good or
become hopeless.. Yet another terrible achievement spammer.. Beyler güzel oyun söyleyim yalnız istediğinz ülkede
oynayamıyorsunuz sadece 2.dünya savaşında ki savaşan ülkeleri oynayabiliyorsunuz. Simple and engaging, well worth the price,
I'd say. There are a couple of bugs - seems to crash on exit instead of exiting properly, which is fairly minor. Also a fairly
serious one with buying upgrades - I was on day 20 or so and had enough money for the $450 stand upgrade, and when I bought
it, I went from around $500 to -$2000. Sooo...that was a game ender, right there - couldn't buy new supplies or anything on
future days. I noticed it would let you purchase to a negative, for some upgrades, but it was always fairly minor - ending at -20
or so - but this had to have been a bug.
Still, fun enough for a couple of bucks. A couple of minor nitpicks - the bleep sound for selling a latte is really shrill. And
though pixel art, it looks like it only has 4-5 pixels. It's pretty hard to tell what's going on during a sale day, which doesn't matter
a ton, since it's just the same resources each day, really.. I only wish it were included as main game content so I could use it in
the toolset. A lot of unique enviromental audio that eclipses what the main game had to offer.. Amazing local-multyplayer-
arcade-space shooter! This game has a lot of potential!

It would be nice to have:
-More ships (only 12?)
-More skins
-New colours (Like Red, Pink, Green, Electric blue, etc.)
-A Flamethrower Power-Up would be nice...
-New gamemodes (I have some down...)
-Online multyplayer
-New maps
-Steam Workshop (for maps, ships, skins...)

My Gamemodes:
-Arena: You have 5 waves to complete, every wave there are 2 ships that you need to destroy (also this isn't with themes it's Free
for All)
-Team Arena: The same, but with teams (the 2 opponents are also in teams)
-Colour Change: Team only, every killed enemy changes teams.
-Power-Up: You can use only Powers-Ups!
-Team Power-Up
-Team Free Play!. I'm going to go ahead and say this from the start, if the thumbs up didn't indicate it already. I highly
recommend this game. Granted only for certain people, I understand not everyone likes racing games, especially ones that have
some simulation aspects to it. This is more of a simcade, and as people have said about this before, it's easy to get into, hard to
master.

I do call it how I see it though, even though one of the devs asked for me to review, I have no issue with that, and no, I'm not
getting any kind of reward for it nor do I care for one, I just want to see the game succeed and get more players. Starting on
developers, they are awesome. I had one personally work with me to troubleshoot an issue I had with the game crashing, and
come up with a fix for it, and provided me with a modified .dll file to get the game working until the patch was released the next
morning. (this was LATE at night, almost morning when it happened)
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The game doesn't have many issues for me, but whatever issues it does have are being worked on by the devs atm. They listen to
feedback and issues that the community encounters. Like the FPS problems some people are having. I was talking to a dev last
night and they have acknowledged the issue and are working to fix it. In that process though they broke cockpit view online,
once they quickly found out about that from players, they fixed it the same day. This is what more games need, devs that listen
and actually work to change\/fix things. I can forgive games that are broken if the devs ACTUALLY TRY. (I'm not saying this
game is broken by the way, it is far from it) If you can't at least respect a developer for that, I've got nothing for you.

The community of this game, so far, is all friendly. This can of course change, as people are people and the more people that
play, the higher chance for bad people to show up, that's just life, don't fault a game for that. There's a MMO like chat ingame,
you have a public chat for anyone to talk in, a race chat for a race you're in, and a friends list separate from Steam and a racers
tab to show EVERYONE online. You can check out their rank, nationality, and private chat from there. Quite simple and
functional.

The driving mechanics ingame are quite nice in my opinion. It's definitely not a sim like Assetto Corsa, but it's not super
arcadey like Need for Speed games. There's a good balance of fun and realism, combined with the options of automatic gear
changing, semi auto, and manual, and various assists you can enable and disable on the fly. The cars all feel nice to drive too,
they have good weight to them, you can feel the cars grip (or lack thereof), the cars respond to different surfaces, and changing
car setup makes thing vary quite a bit. Running the default setup will work fine but you certainly get an advantage if you take
the time to set up your car properly for a certain track, be it the under\/oversteer of the car, the suspension stiffness to help
cornering, the downforce levels, front\/rear brake bias, and even gear ratios, and it does it in a fairly simplified but useful way.
Their are descriptions for the settings on the side to help explain, and instead of some settings like camber levels and toe, and
ARB settings and spoiler and wing angles, it's simple clicks left and right toward a different setting. I'm a huge fan of racing
games in general, arcadey and sim. My main issue with sims is a lot are just plain better when using a racing wheel, which
makes me happy to say this works EXTREMELY well with a gamepad. This itself makes it more accessible, which isn't always
a bad thing.

The amount of content ingame is something I can't comment on too well right now, as I haven't played for that long. The game
is only about 500mb though, so keep that in mind. There's a decent amount of tracks from what I've seen, and they're all fun, for
me at least. There are preset cars ingame to buy, quite a few for each career and team, and some on the market (using ingame
money).
But then we get to the car creator. You can choose between the 3 car types, and the different performance groups, then mix and
match between different front, middle, and rear pieces of the car, and then change the paint and decals, and choose between a
lot of different cosmetics like exhausts, brakes, rims, mudguards, steering wheels, etc. And depending on the car chosen, you
get a different amount of PI to spend on your car. These are basically skill points in an MMO, you put points into things like
braking, power, grip, etc. And in the same area you can select different engines and tires that will also change the PI settings of
your car a bit. This adds a lot of personalization to the game and makes everyones car feel different. So in that aspect, there's a
lot of content, and I'm sure there's more to be added.
A thing I forgot to put in somewhere about the car types: They're all F1 cars. There are the older ones running V6's if I
remember, the Classics. Then you have the Legendary cars, I think these are using V8's ingame, I forget. They are based off
more modern looking F1 cars though. Then you have the Formula class, these are using V12's ingame, and are the most modern
looking cars.

When it comes to graphics, not too much to say. They aren't bad, certainly not the worst. If you really judge a game based on
that, well, I don't know what to tell you. The gameplay is very good, the graphics work well and don't detract from the game.
Fairly straightforward here. The only thing negative I have to say about that is with the graphics quality, there shouldn't be
performance issues, but there are. BUT, like I said earlier, the developers are working on this right now. Like literally now.

Regarding peoples butthurtness towards "in app purchases". Yes, there are some. You can pay real money to get ingame money
from what I understand. But it's optional. There's literally nothing you can get from that, that you can't get ingame by just
playing normally, and it DOES NOT make up for lack of skill.

Any of these things are subject to change, as this game is still in Early Access and is being worked on still. This was put up on
2-14-2014. If anything changes that makes any of my points irrelevant or outdated, I'll try to remember and edit this.
I'll say again, I highly recommend this game for just about every kind of racing fan, and definitely for people that like F1 cars.
It's quite accessible too, so not being the best isn't a reason to pass this by.. love the route to drive on wasting what the particular
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It's a welcome surprise to see a Battle Royale title which doesn't include Loot Boxes, Cosmetic Storefronts and\/or Paid Season
Passes.

Even more welcome is the amount of depth to be found in a relatively simple set of mechanics.

The process of unlocking new animals\/skins\/clothing is admittedly a bit of a time sink and frustratingly reliant on RNG, but in
that respect it's no worse than other major titles in the sub-genre (and you'll never feel the temptation to whip our your wallet to
bypass the grind, which in my opinion makes it much, much better).

Plus the character models are cute as heck!. 8 hours in, and I'm not planning on stopping.

After thoroughly searching through all of the options in the game menu, I can finally change my review verdict from "Not
Recommend" to "Recommend".

Lord of the Seal isn't for players who are looking for great graphics or immersive worlds.
This game is more geared towards players looking for a basic, simple, and fun RPG grind.

Pros:

- Classic dungeon-crawler (kill, farm, sleep at inn, repeat)
- Simple combat
- Fast gameplay (no flashy effects, quick animations)
- Easy to learn
- Auto-battle option ("A" on Xbox 360 controller)
- Items and skills are straight-forward (obvious and easy to understand)
- Music is basic and easy to listen to
- Job\/Class system is acceptable
- Tons of control over how your characters (team members) develop and what skills they gain (reminds me to FFX-2's job system).
- Mastery\/Orbs are easy to understand
- "Encounter" icon in the top-left corner makes it easy to anticipate an enemy attack

Cons:

- Sounds made from attacking or getting attacked, seem too loud compared to the rest of the sounds (selecting, confirming,
encounters, purchasing, etc.)
- Shop sub-sections are inconsistent, and thus, confusing (for the item merchant, it's on the bottom-left; for the alchemist girl, it's in
the top-right).

Neutral:

- The Xbox 360 controller support is non-traditional:
- It seems like "X" is the "confirm" button, although it makes more sense to bind it to "A".
- "B" opens up your party menu instead of "START".

Some of my issues prior to searching through the game's menu options have been solved and thus, removed from this review.. This
thing is an absolute prick to learn but once you can confidently start-up > take off > understand what the hell SOI and SPI means >
navigate to your target > contact JTAC and understand what a 9-Line is > go full BRRRRRTTTT when said JTAC clears you >
fire a Maverick here > drop a GBU-12 there > order your wingman to go BRRRRTTTTTTT as well > air-to-air refuel on the way
home and finally land, it's one of the most satisfying gaming experiences you can have.

I learned to fly the Hog back in 2014, I'm still flying it to this day and plan to keep doing so for years. Hopefully one day ED
updates the Hog to support the Helmet Mounted Integrated Targeting (HMIT) system that the real thing received in 2012 because
marking targets and slewing the targeting pod around with your head would be amazing.. For me, it seems like the best video games
are those based on activities I can\u2019t stand to do in real life. I learned that after my first time playing the Sims, when I
realized I was sitting there watching my sim do stuff like scrub toilets and go to house parties. So, going to the supermarket. Sounds
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like a good game. It should have been so, so cool.

It was not.

I didn\u2019t get very far on this game, mostly because it is completely counterintuitive and difficult to understand, and
explanations of the buttons on the intro screen don\u2019t all actually match with what the buttons do. So there\u2019s a lot of
meandering around pressing buttons before you can actually pull off any shopping.

First of all, the cart doesn\u2019t turn with you when you go around a corner, so you have to keep re-orienting it manually
depending on where you want to go.

If you reach for an item on the shelf, you just kind of bat it around until it falls on the floor; unless I was just doing it wrong, the
way to grab things is with a remote grab procedure. You know, just like real life.

Basic navigation aside \u2014 and really, what else is there to this activity than steering the cart and picking up the items? \u2014
keeping the items in your cart is also a challenge, because if you even happen to nudge anything there\u2019s a noise and the stuff
from your cart bursts out all over the place onto the floor.

And sometimes the cart looks like a cart, and other times it looks like a wireframe artist\u2019s conception of a cart. And the
names of the products are bizarre, so they\u2019re hard to find. And on the first full level, if you don\u2019t find all the
products within the time limit, this truly terrifying man\u2019s voice bellows, \u201cyou LOSE!!\u201d I\u2019m OK with
losing, but the voice was scary, even after I knew it was coming.

It\u2019s just a bad execution of a cool concept. A good idea, but not quite done yet...needs more work.. is good, very yes.. One of
the best RC training sims availbe. VR support is just icing on the cake. I played the game all the way through beating every level on
normal and hard and enjoyed it. Just because of that I have to give it a thumbs up, but there is alot of room for improvement. I
really like tower defense games though so thats pry why I was able to enjoy it so much.

Length: I bought game on a good sale for a few dollars. When it only takes a few hours to beat the game and about 8 ish hours to
completely conquer it perfecting all levels on hard, I wouldn't pay much more for it. I know it says I played longer, but I get pulled
away and leave my games on pause often. I did throughly enjoy the pause button. It was probably paused for as much time as I
was actually playing.

Pros: Very simple. I enjoyed the skill and tower combination. Only 4 towers but it was fun to try and figure out how to use them
together for the most effect. I really liked the hero and being able to deploy rogue and lightning. Having to use the rogue to pick off
the healers was kinda fun.

Cons: Very simple. While I liked that each monster had a strength and weakness, it didnt really matter as there are only 4 towers.
Once you figured out the best combination there wasn't much else to it. I wish there was a library so I could go back and see enemy
weaknesses and strengths though. Left me guessing trying to figure it out the hard way cuz I would either forget or click through
really fast. Bosses were pretty lackluster. Only the last one was strong enough to deem a challenge but he moved so slow he wasn't. I
never kept thinking I want to be able to max out these towers and kill hordes already. You do eventually get to that point but by the
time I got there it was basically just turn game on autopilot and was too easy. Any map where the lanes all merged from or to one
choke point were to easy. Any map where there were not a solid choke point were pleasently hard. There were 2 maps early on
though where there where 3 lanes. They were so hard on hard that I eventually skipped them, built up a ridiculous amount of coins
and then came back to them loaded with spells. The tic tac to board was so tough on hard I don't think I could beat it without spells.

Using the coins to unlock things was cool but there was only an finite amount of them. (well I guess I didnt try going back to redo a
level I already mastered). I did not like how skills had to be paid for and unlocked with them. I was scared I would burn all my
coins and not get all my towers unlocked. Ended up not mattering though cuz there were plenty since I was stingy.

******Spoilers******

Fire was very op. Especially when combined with the slow. After I figured that out it I only used lightning and arrow towers to pick
off any strays immune to fire. Once you figure that out the game really just becomes healer control and how good of a shot are you
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with the rogue at picking them off. If they build up zap with lightning. The healers were really the only part of the game that added
a challenge and they really got old after a while.. Yeah...didn't finish this. Really anime premise, very simple combat, but the thing
that actually stopped me from playing was just bad UI. I might have just gotten through the whole game if the buttons didn't
constantly not work, and they were assigned very counter-intuitively. I'm not normally all the picky about this kind of stuff but here
it was so bad it was an immediate problem that I could just never adapt to.. The objective is to get the red ball to touch the star to
move onto the next level. You can earn an additonal star for completing all challenges (creative play). Two of the three additional
objectives are fine, but getting the "awesome" solution is just a waste. You can just lie to the game. All you have to do is take a
successful solution and flag it as awesome. Also to earn these extra objectives, I can't draw under the ball. I did it anyways and the
game grants me the extra objectives anyways.

Another problem is that the game wants you to create a separate account for user-generated levels. At the time of the game's
release, the Steam Workshop wasn't available yet, but that was released in 2012. Shocked the author didn't update the Steam
version of this game. Luckily, you can skip this.

Getting the physics to work is frustrating. I just ended up scribbling or drawing the same shape in vain a lot just to get a different
result. Also sometimes drawn objects go through objects in the level, such as levers, when clearly I am supposed to drop my drawn
object onto it!

I see the creativity in the game, but the execution is off. Get something else physics based.
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